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PARTNER’S WELCOME NOTES 
 
The Polish Military University of Land Forces was invited to be a 
partner of this prestigious meeting as it recognises the importance of 
G4 in today's military operations. 
 
The Combat Logistics conference and exhibition aims to bring together 
the operational community with their respective partners, R&D teams 
and industry suppliers to educate and improve their tactics and 
equipment. 
 
This is exactly the kind of education and cooperation that the 
University of Land Forces promotes and it is an honour to welcome you 
to our country. We hope you will benefit from your time and 
interaction with the community here. 
 
Rector - Commandant Brigadier General Dariusz Skorupka, DSc Eng.,  
Associate Professor at The Polish Military University of Land Forces 

 
 

The Movement Coordination Centre – Europe is delighted to accompany and to 
support the 5th edition of the Combat Logistics conference. The Combat Logistics 
community faces a daunting array of challenges and we, at the MCCE, are working hard 
to meet some of them. We enjoy close links with our 28 member nations and we are 
striving every day to offer the best services in line with an unremitting philosophy: 
optimising and maximising the shared transport capacities. 
 
The meeting will bring together a mix of operators, programme managers and 
industries to discuss how best to move to the future. We are delighted to welcome you 
to the event and hope you fully achieve your objectives during this year's meeting. 

 
Colonel Eric Herbaut FR AF 
Director MCCE 
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CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME NOTE 
 
Welcome to the 5th edition of the Combat Logistics conference, which will 
be partnered with the Movement Coordination Centre Europe.  This 
annual event is the premier international forum for logistic operators, 
programme teams, technical specialists and industry to take stock of the 
latest operational, training and programmatic trends, and to exchange 
ideas and experiences. 
  
The conference team has worked hard in researching and analysing 
events over the last year to ensure that the agenda is applicable to 
today’s operating environment; that it captures the most important issues 
and offers the opportunity for engagement by an informed audience. 
  
Several themes – some familiar, others less so - have emerged which the 
conference will explore: 
  
Many nations are facing operational and investment decisions as current 
military logistics provision starts to look dated; with components and 
mission systems facing obsolescence, and commercial logistics moving quickly to adopt new 
technology.  Choices are variable and hard, with operational and financial trade-offs to be made.  The 
conference will examine these difficult decisions and seek to provide participants with practical examples of 
how different nations tackle these complex dilemmas. 
  
After a lengthy period of enduring operations, characterised by relatively straightforward logistic demands, 
there is a danger that logistic communities have failed to prepare for future risks and operations that might be 
characterised by a very uncertain logistic demand signal.  Are platform and mission system programmes robust 
enough to meet the potential for symmetric operations in contested air, EW and cyberspace?  Are we providing 
adequate training for combat logisticians to deal with these future challenges, equipping them with the skills 
and character to face up to a peer or near peer adversary?  Are we able to prosecute combat operations, at 
speed, over an extended strategic and in-country line of communication?  An uncomfortable future may await 
the unprepared, and the conference seeks to highlight best practice and find consensus on approaches that 
might be effective in tackling some of these difficult issues. 
  
The appetite for, and pace of change in the provision of, for and to Combat Logistics will vary by nation.  But, 
while the very latest trends, for example in autonomy, will not be for everyone – other advances in outsourcing, 
software development and asset visibility may be more immediately relevant and pressing.  There will be 
something for every nation at this conference, regardless of the nation’s ambition and ability to invest. 
  
The team believes that a sensible dialogue on all these issues requires input from, and an informed exchange of 
ideas between, all elements of the Combat Logistics community.  Many excellent ideas and enduring 
relationships have emerged through dialogue within our diverse international community, and I am confident 
that the 5th edition of the Combat Logistic conference will build on the experience of previous conferences.  I 
look forward to meeting you and your colleagues in Krakow next January. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland CB 
Former Director Joint Support Chain for the British Army 
On behalf of The Development Network 
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Combat Logistics 2019 
29th – 31st January, DoubleTree by Hilton, Krakow, Poland 

  www.combat-logistics.com 
 

 

Pre-Conference Focus Day: Contractor Support…………….……………………………….………………….. 5 

Pre-Conference Focus Day: Strategic Lift and Fuel……………………….……………….……………………. 7 

Main Conference Day 1: Logistics at reach……………………………………………….….……………………. 9 

Stream 1: Movement and In Transit Visibility (ITV) …………………………………………………………. 11 

Stream 2: Warehousing and Autonomy ..………………………………………………………………………… 12 

Main Conference Day 2: Case studies, digitisation and interactive sessions..…………………… 13 

Panel Discussion: The future of logistics………………………………………………………………………….. 14 

Round Tables: ‘Developing collaborative capabilities’ ……………………………………………………… 15 

 

What do you need to know/Who do you need to hear from? 
 

Procurement?  

▪ Contractor Support Focus Day 

▪ Interactive sessions 
Air? 

▪ Strategic Lift Focus Day 

▪ Main Conference Day 1 
Supply? 

▪ Main Conference Days 1 & 2 
Fuel? 

▪ Strategic Lift focus day 
African Operations? 

▪ Roundtable Day 2 
 

Contractor Support? 

▪ Contractor Focus Day 
Vehicles? 

▪ Main Conference Day 1 
Operational? 

▪ Strategic Lift Focus day 

▪ Conference Day 1 

▪ Panel Discussion Day 2 
Research/development/innovation? 

▪ Contractor Support Focus Day 

▪ Day 1 Streams 

▪ Day 2 ‘Collaborative Capabilities’ 
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TUESDAY 29th JANUARY 2019  
PRE-CONFERENCE CONTRACTOR SUPPORT FOCUS DAY 

‘Service optimisation on the battlefield’ 
 

As forces become more reactive and mobile the logistics burden will increasingly shift to contractors. The 
growing trend in outsourcing crucial military requirements, supply chains and delivery duties has already had 
an improved effect in recent operations. The pre-conference focus day will analyse and assess current 
capabilities as well as look at future requirements that contractors can fill.  
 
 

0830 – Registration and welcome coffee 
0920 – Chairman’s opening remarks  
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 
  

 

SOFT SERVICE PROVISION 
Having contractors on the battlefield significantly enhances sustainment capabilities, particularly around the 
provision of services such as cleaning, rubbish disposal and labour. Having them releases military assets and 
adds to niche skills, but using them depends heavily on the permissiveness of the environment. The services pre-
conference day opens with a discussion around the level of risk both the military and contractors 
could/should/would take in order to best influence their use for Combat Logistics. 

 
0930 – UK transformation via the Logistics Commodities & Services Transformation (LCST) programme 

• Understanding the impact of the new approach on Logistics Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) 

• Overcoming the challenges of forecasting the requirements of the British Army  

• Anticipating future mission requirements for contractors to limit operational downtime  
Brigadier Simon Hutchings OBE, Programme Director - Supply Chain Transformation Expansion, British Army 
 
1000 – The other half of readiness 

• Quality of Life: an essential factor in driving readiness and achieving mission success.  

• Best practices, technologies, and innovation proven in the toughest operating environments 

• Real world examples where scale and local expertise combined to help achieve results 
Mark Baker, Managing Director Defence & Government Services, Sodexo 
Tony Leech, CEO, Government & Agencies Worldwide, Sodexo 
 
1030 – Deployed service provision: enabling optimum integration with contractors 

• Examples from Op SERVAL where Malian contractors have provided service support 

• How the risk to contractors is managed to ensure 24/7 provision  

• The PESCO investment projects and where next for contractors to assist deployed forces 
Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Basset-Roques, Action Officer for International Military Logistics Relations, French 
Armed Forces 
 
 

1100 – Morning coffee and networking 
 

 

BOLSTERING EUROPEAN LOGISTICS 
Operations such as Enhanced Forward Presence has given rise to understanding the importance of establishing 
a network of secure bases throughout Europe to ensure adequate support for the supply chain.  This section 
sets out to look at the challenges in establishing these bases lines and how industry can help overcome these 
problems. 

 
1145 – Improving infrastructure to, from and in Poland for enhanced military capacity 

• How the 10-year plan is replacing legacy road, rail and air systems 

• Use of partners in maximising capacity in different locations and environments 

• Using the programme as a platform for interoperability between militaries, contractors and suppliers 
Jacek Bartosiak, Chief Executive Officer, Central Transportation Hub Poland 
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1215 – The US perspective on optimizing support networks when meeting current security challenges 

• Changes in European security and the need for rapid deployment of forces within Europe 

• Border crossing and transit support through European territories 

• Lessons identified and ways ahead including shared border systems and monitoring technology 
Colonel Donald Wols, Director of J4 Logistics, US Special Operations Command 
 

 
1245 – Lunch and networking 
 

 

PROCUREMENT PROGRAMMES AND IMPACT ON CONTRACTOR PROVISION 
Establishing logistics hubs in foreign deployments using local contractors, both at the home bank and the far 
bank can help in the ‘winning hearts and minds’. By integrating logistics from the beginning of the plan 
forwards, Combat Logistics can significantly tip the balance in favour of friendly forces by ensuring host nation 
integration. 
 
1400 – The role of sea lift innovations in enabling the ‘big move’ 

• Market update on challenges in scarce capacity of suitable vessels for our needs  

• The “Lead Nation Concept” on strategic Sealift and overview of our Mali mission 

• Our participation in the “Very High Readiness Joint Task Force” (VJTF) related to strategic Sealift 
Erik Hoefsmit, Sealift Operations Manager, Netherlands Transport Planning Organisation 
 
1430 – The expanding role of civilian logistics companies for military operations. 

• Export compliance the forgotten chapter in transport 

• Transport of weapons systems in Europe and its challenges 

• Cooperation between defense organisations and civilian companies 
Mike Ligthart, Director Government Services, SEKO Logistics 
 
1500 – Total defence, security of supply and strategic partnerships for homeland defence logistics 

• Background to the requirements and where/how it will be used 

• Improving dialogue between military and defence companies to promote capability development  

• Promoting an inclusive and cooperative defence market to enhance territorial defence 
Colonel Juha Kylä-Harakka, Commander 1st Logistics Regiment, Finnish Defence Forces 
 

 
1530 – Chairman’s summary and close of focus day 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 
1535 – Focus day drinks reception hosted by Saab at The Polish Aviation Museum 
1545 – Coach pickup  
1900 – Exhibition setup will be in the Krakow 1 Suite based -2 Floor of the hotel 
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TUESDAY 29th JANUARY 2019 
PRE-CONFERENCE STRATEGIC LIFT AND FUEL FOCUS DAY 

‘Strategic logistics - challenges and considerations for platforms, facilities and fuel’ 
 
Strategic level logistics is a critical enabling node for any operation - whatever the scale.  Current issues in the 
logistic environment include transfer of information, industrial bases and capabilities, innovations, digital 
transformation, power, energy, fuel and people; their skills and cultural acceptance of new ways of working. 
The strategic lift focus day aims to analyse some of the issues and examine solutions from both bilateral and 
commercial projects. 
 

 
0830 – Registration and welcome coffee 
0920 – Chairman’s opening remarks  
Gunnar Borch, Former General Manager, NATO Airlift Management Agency  
  

 

ENABLING THE FORCE THROUGH THE AIR POINT OF DISEMBARKATION (APOD) 
One of the most economic ways of receiving and integrating forces into new environments is to pool, exchange 
and unilaterally develop resources with other militaries, host nations and industry partners. On arrival in 
theatre the air pod is where the integration starts, both joint, international and with host nation partners. 
Careful consideration must be made of how best to do this with limited space, time and conflicting systems and 
equipment. The opening section will look at how partner nations are using their APODs to best effect. 

 
0930 – The Movement Coordination Centre Europe (MCCE): utilising spare capacity for other member states 

•            How the MCCE is addressing shortfalls in strategic airlift through facilitating spare capacity 
•            How is the MCCE tackling the bespoke challenges of the member state requests? 
•            Optimising military support systems to maximise joint operational capacity and effectiveness 

Lieutenant Colonel Jakob Valstad NOR Army, Chief of Operations, Movement Coordination Centre Europe 
 
1000 – Military applications for the A400M and the roles it will perform into the future 

• How the aviation industry is expanding its potential in the military domain 

• Strategic lift capacity in contested environments 

• Commercial applications of the A400M and how we are adapting for the future 
Didier Vernet, Military Affairs, Airbus Defence and Space 
 
1030 – Delivering Strategic Effect – the role of Air Assets in building up the fastest movers 

• How can APODs be established and expanded 

• Receiving the Force through the APOD: Inventory storage solutions and tracking the Force 

• Technology required to ensure accurate and meaningful information for decision makers 
Group Captain Georgia Williams, Assistant Head of Defence Movement, UK MoD DE&S 
 

 
1100 – Morning coffee and networking 
 
 

SUPPORTING THE FORCE THROUGH THE APOD 
The relationship between air and land forces is getting closer, with each relying on the other for support. Land 
forces provide security, allowing air to contribute significant value to supporting logistic requirements. This 
session will review how support can continue to be effective using the APOD and where improvements can be 
made. 
 

1145 – Key Challenges for Multinational Strategic Airlift  

• Overview of German partner organisations and service providers  

• Unique demands of air freight security within current EU regulations  

• The role of supply chain management in providing effective military and commercial transportation 
Lieutenant Colonel Harald Struzyna, Head of Air Transport, Bundeswehr Logistics Centre 
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1215 – Keeping the fleet airborne and sustained 

• Manufacturing and distributing to operationally deployed units requiring cargo support 

• Acting internationally with host nation partners, governments and commercial business customers 

• Developments in spare parts, oxygen, high altitude life support, rescue equipment and parachutes  
Jeffrey Jackson, Vice President Business Development, AviTec/AAR 
 
 

1245 – Lunch and networking 
 

 

FUELLING THE FORCE  
One of the biggest consumable demands on logistics resources is fuel, including the delivery, storage and 
distribution and nowhere is this more apparent than when aircraft are involved. Rapidly deployed air bases 
need solutions that have the capabilities to be integrated quickly into the force. Potential problem areas can 
include runways that are too small or not strong enough to cope with heavy or frequent deliveries. This focus 
area will attempt to clarify solutions to optimise fuel solutions into theatre.  
 
1400 – Current fuel programmes testing the optimum capability mix of host nation, contractors and military 

• Controlling and commanding the capability mix of fuel supply, storage and distribution 

• Recent US/EU led military operations and the support system used in recent deployments   

• Developing concepts for future missions including Strategic Lift framework 
Mark Palombo, Fuels Contracting Officer Africa & Europe, US Defence Logistics Agency 
 
1430 – Defence bulk fuel information systems as an outsourced managed capability 

• Understanding the challenges with the traditional approach vs scalable fuel management 

• Enterprise accounting and expanding to add capabilities and sites based on the budget and mission 

• Cost-effective procurement by acquiring fuel information systems as outsourced managed capabilities 
Oliver Werka, Program Manager NATO Fuel Monitoring System, Varec Inc 
 
1500 – Modernising the global approach to fuel management through joint ventures with industry  

• Previous problems caused by outdated procedures and resistance to autonomous solutions  

• The impact industry innovation has had on recent missions including Afghan Ux helicopters 

• Future commercial integration into the supply chain that will promote greater cost/time efficiencies 
Lieutenant Colonel Jure Herve FRA Army, Capability Development- Logistics Branch - Petroleum & Energy 
SME, NATO Allied Command Transformation (ACT) 
 

 

1530 – Chairman’s summary and close of focus day 
Gunnar Borch, Former General Manager, NATO Airlift Management Agency  
1535 – Focus day drinks reception hosted by Saab at The Polish Aviation Museum 
1545 – Coach pickup  
1900 – Exhibition setup will be in the Krakow 1 Suite based -2 Floor of the hotel 
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WEDNESDAY 30th JANUARY 2019 

CONFERENCE DAY ONE: LOGISTICS AT REACH 
‘Ensuring combat effects at extended lines of communication’ 

  

 
Logistics continues to give freedom of movement to land forces, supplying consumables and replacing losses as 
necessary as the operation continues. Whether delivered by land, sea, air or innovative solutions no mission 
survives without adequate sustenance and yet as the ability of Combat Logistic units increase and diversify, so 
too does demand. 
 
This demand requires the ability to maintain control through the ordering, tracking, then confirmation process. 
Whilst there are ongoing efforts to introduce autonomy, machine learning and artificial intelligence to enhance 
this process, there is still no better solution than the soldier. Combat Logistics 2019 will explore the theme of 
‘enhancing the Logistician’ using practical solutions. 

 

 
0800 – Registration and welcome coffee  
0850 – Chairman’s opening remarks 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 
 

 

ENSURING OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AT REACH 
Following the UN resolution Operation Serval has committed 11 nations in support of France. The speed and 
range of the deployment tested Logistic resources to the limit and forced support elements to consider whether 
they could provide the same level of support if they were deployed on a similar mission. Delivering effects over 
long chains will form the backdrop of the first day as a likely operating area presenting unique logistical 
challenges. 
 

0900 – Challenges of the new equipment acquisition 

• Current force laydown of both national and international units 

• Recent operations and how these are shaping Polish acquisition 

• Future intentions and opportunities for international collaboration from partners and industry 
Major General Krzystof Król, Deputy Chief of General Staff, Polish Armed Forces 
 
0930 – Battlefield logistics – the silent force multiplier 

• Supporting pre-positioned requirements with solutions that meet regulatory standards 

• Supporting missions while reducing the logistical footprint 

• ADS’s expertise in program management utilizing its expertise in integration and planning support 
Anthony Harrison, Regional Account Manager, ADS 
 
1000 – EU Global Strategy (EUGS): Common and Security Defence Policy from a logistic perspective 

• Current logistics initiatives to enhance the capacity of the EU to prevent crisis and deploy operations 

• Military Mobility: an EU initiative to improve mobility of military forces within and beyond the EU 

• Other EU logistics projects in the context of security and defence policy missions and operations 
Brigadier General Manuel Gorjon, Director of the Logistics Directorate, European Union Military Staff  
 

 
1030 – Morning coffee and networking 
Hosted by Ecolog 
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MAINTAINING MOMENTUM 
Aside from congested EMS, the biggest concern amongst military has been ensuring ease of movement back 
and forward between rear echelons and front lines. When a well-known unit tried to return from south to north 
Europe they factored in 2 weeks; the move took 4 months. Difficulties include poor infrastructure, lack of 
interoperable transport hubs e.g. Baltic rail and heavy bureaucracy. This session will identify some of the 
struggles and potential solutions.  
 
1115 – Creating the new NL Logistics Task Force and its relationship with PESCO investment programmes   

• The unique challenges of erasing cold war thinking for 21st century operations 

• Reducing the need for networked IT whilst enabling cyber protection 

• Where quick wins for logistic services are being achieved and how industry can do more 
Brigadier General Hans Damen, ACOS Logistics, Netherlands MoD 
 
1145 – Bringing commercial innovations to frontline support  

• Military requirements – tailor designed equipment for fuel and potable water 

• Intermodal – international – interoperable 

• Lessons learned from commercial logistics – transformation for military applications 
Jan Gerhard-de Vries, Business Development Manager, GOFA Gocher Fahrzeugbau 
 
1215 – Risks and opportunities created by Material Distribution in the Land environment for Future Forces 

• Tailored characteristics of military supply chains when compared to commercial supply chains 

• Robotic Autonomy Systems and the potential for Combat Logistics capabilities  

• Future trends including reducing logistic demand, LogC4I and advanced manufacture 
Colonel John McCrann MBE, Assistant Head Combat Service Support Capability Plans & Resources, British 
Army 
 
1245 – The challenge of attaining equipment over the ‘last tactical bound’ whilst deployed  

• Organisations currently supporting military operations in the continent 

• Shipping issues that can severely hinder operational development  

• Opportunities for business development in the military sector 
Darren Evans, Strategic Development, KVG LLC 
 

 

1310 – Lunch and networking 
Hosted by Grieg Strategic Services 
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STREAM 1: MOVEMENT AND IN TRANSIT VISIBILITY (ITV)  
The landscape of modern warfare has significantly changed over the last two years, blending Cold War style 
‘hubs’ with Iraq/Afghan style ‘Combat Logistic Patrols’. Feedback from logistics operations in Africa, Europe 
and the Middle East have demonstrated a real need to invest in vehicles, fuel and energy and the following 
session will analyse some of the options available. 
 

1410 – Chairman’s opening remarks 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 

 

1415 – The Belgian Armed Forces modernisation programme and impact on logistic movement 

• Current force laydown and priorities for change including logistic vehicle requirements  

• Strategic vs operational storage, monitoring and distribution methods  

• A systems approach to material management that enables transition to new systems 
Colonel Filip De Varé, Director of Land Systems, Belgian Armed Forces 
 
1430 – Sustaining movement across 1,000 airports, 1,200 sea ports and 1,000 fuel stations in 200 countries 

• Considerations for providing asset visibility, rapid response and agility tailored to all military decisions 

• Potential solutions to generate timely and accurate fuel supply, storage and distribution for operators 

• Incorporating innovative data management systems into the military supply chain  
Graham Grice, Military Account Director, World Fuel Services 
 
1515 – Review of current open contracts and changing requirements for movement coordination centres 

• Boosting logistical capabilities of host nations through Ex Capable Logistician 

• The importance of a multinational, contractor and innovation focussed approach to future challenges 

• Future systems, including ‘smart defence’ needed to enhance military logistics 
Colonel Daniel Zlatnik, Director Multinational Logistics Coordination Centre, Czech Republic Armed Forces 
 

 
1545 – Afternoon coffee and networking 
Hosted by Rheinmetall  
 

 

STREAM 1 CONTINUED: IN TRANSIT VISIBILITY (ITV) 
Maintaining visibility in transit is a source of frustration for all stakeholders, from the user to the OEM. Near 
peer threats have specifically targeted deployment and sustainment capabilities and visibility must become 
clearer to ensure Combat Logisticians can meet increasingly complex equipment and personnel demands. 
 
1630 – The challenges of establishing Powidz Poland: the central European logistics hub 

• Designing equipment tools and systems to ease the transition from strategic to tactical delivery 

• Analysis of current hubs available for militaries and where contractors have assisted 

• Bespoke designs vs COTS: ensuring Combat Logistic provisions for the US and its partners 
Colonel Robert Dixon, G4 Deputy Chief of Staff, US Army Europe 
 
1700 – Logistics challenges to NATO in the land domain 

• Developing military equipment and the means to enable strategic lift 

• Investigating options for maximising efficiency via ITV systems 

• NATO efforts to improve national capabilities under SHAPE guidance and support 
Lieutenant Colonel Carsten Junker DEU Army, G4 Logistic Operational Plans and Policy Branch Head, NATO 
Land Command 
 

 
1730 – Chairman’s summary 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 
1735 – Networking drinks reception in exhibition room 
Hosted by Anham 
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STREAM 2: ENABLING LOGISTIC HUBS 
The collection, storage, monitoring and distribution of equipment takes up a huge amount of time for the 
Logistician and hubs can significantly reduce the burden. This could include host nation, multi-lateral, 
contractor led or organic provision and this stream will analyse some of the possibilities that could feed current 
Logistic trends. 
 

1410 – Chairman’s opening remarks  
Major Wiktor Bierikowicz PhD, Head of Logistics Department, Polish Military Academy of Land Forces  
 

1415 – Reinforcement Strategic Transport: National Responsibility or Cooperation 

• Infrastructure requirements for ensuring support when deployed 

• Resupply plan impact on supporting forces providing enhanced forward presence  

• Innovations including local/tactical drones and strategic airships  
Lieutenant Colonel Mauritius van Coberen, Reinforcement Strategic Transport Programme Leader, 
Netherlands Joint Support Command HQ 
 
1445 – Providing security of supply to Swedish Armed Forces in peace, raised alert and war: system logistics  

• From Cold War to peace and an uncertain future: Sweden’s journey of security of supply 

• The way forward: bilateral and multilateral agreements 

• Industry and the armed forces; the risk vs cost of support in peacetime, raised alert and war 
Colonel Gustav Fahl, Head of System Logistics Department, FMV 
 
1515 – Coordinating multinational assets over extended logistical lines 

• Coordinating logistics demands from Romania, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Turkey, Greece and Albania 

• Other countries interested in how contractors are best used in the force protection 

• Industry assistance in projected combat forces forward in austere environments 
Colonel Vladimir Stojanovski MAC Army, Deputy Chief of Staff Support, South East Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) 
 

 
1545 – Afternoon coffee and networking 
Hosted by Rheinmetall  
 

 

STREAM 2 CONTINUED: INNOVATIONS AND AUTONOMY 
Autonomy can negate delivery times, minimise manufacturing cost and drastically reduce movement and 
storage requirements. The main challenges to wide scale adoption are awareness around potential solutions 
and how they can benefit particular nations and this session will review some of the options available.  
 
1630 – Innovative solutions being considered by Allied Command Transformation (ACT) 

• Concerns around 3D printing and options to ensure compliance 

• Technology at the Trident Juncture demonstration area 

• What are the next steps for ensuring investment in autonomous systems for Combat Logistic support 
Colonel William Cain US Army, Director Capability Development – Logistics, NATO Allied Command 
Transformation (ACT) 
 
1700 – Preparing Officers to take advantage of technology for Combat Logistics 

• Feedback from recent operations and exercises and how these have impacted the syllabus 

• How to make better use of land sub-units  

• Applying technological applications to future programmes 
Major (Retd) Professor Adam Januszko, Deputy Director, Polish Military Academy of Land Forces 
 

 
1730 – Chairman’s summary 
Major Wiktor Bierikowicz PhD, Head of Logistics Department, Polish Military Academy of Land Forces  
1735 – Networking drinks reception in exhibition room 
Hosted by Anham 
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THURSDAY 31st JANUARY 2019 
CONFERENCE DAY TWO: CASE STUDIES AND INTERACTIVE SESSIONS 

 

 
Joint, allied and host nation operations have become increasingly complex, with information technologies 
continuing to transform how land forces operate with, among and against other actors. We have seen the 
opportunities and threats IT presents to the Combat Logistic community thanks to its interconnected and 
dynamic nature and the final day will pull together these strands and suggest solutions. 

 

 
0800 – Registration and welcome coffee 
0855 – Chairman’s opening remarks 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 
 

 

RECENT OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK 
Feedback from both exercises and operations indicate that alternative supply chain solutions and improving 
readiness whilst improving performance remain a key focus for many nations. Day two will open by focussing 
on conducting business effectively, whilst ensuring protection against threats to increase the speed and 
effectiveness of allied forces’ decision cycles.  
 
0900 – Ex SAIF SAREEA 3 debrief: moving 4000 personnel, 1000 vehicles and 180,000kg of equipment  

• Planning constraints identified early to ensure Joint theatre activation occurred on time  
• Biggest challenges to the deployment and also to the recovery of the force 

• Opportunities for contractor assistance and lessons identified 

Group Captain Steve Chappell, COS Standing Joint Force Logistic Component HQ, British Army 
 
0930 – An alternative supply chain solution designed to increase the readiness of legacy systems 

• Obsolescence Management – resolving pressing obsolescence problems for legacy systems 

• An immediate, cost effective solution for obsolete, hard to find, long lead time parts and spares 

• Improve short- and long-term sustainment of many legacy platforms through Proactive Obsolescence 
Jim Waring, VP Strategic Business Development, Crestwood Technology Group 
 
1000 – The role of Ex TRIDENT JUNCTURE in checking and improving NATO capabilities 

• The role of technology in ensuring decision makers have the required information  

• Simplifying complex processes and ensuring full visibility of inventories 

• Roles of participating nations and opportunities for collaborations 
Colonel Ståle Rudiløkken, Deputy Commander, Norwegian Logistics Operations Centre 
 

 
1030 – Morning coffee and networking 
 
 

NETWORKED LOGISITCS AND SOFTWARE SECURITY 
The preceding days have expanded our understanding of where the community sits in the current threat picture 
and how it might move forward. It seems that ICT will heavily influence our ability to do so and has the 
potential to impact, both positively and negatively, all stakeholders. The conference will close with a review of 
the lessons and practical steps to ensuring the continued success of Combat Logistics.  
 
1100 – The Modernisation and Integration of Sustainment and Logistics (MISL) project  

• Targets for reduction of manned assistance in ensuring resupply 

• Test methods for measuring the effectiveness for food, transport, ammunition, fuel and post 

• Adding value through enhanced C4 systems with cyber protective measures  
Colonel Corinna Heilmann, Director Sustainment Strategy and Readiness, Canadian Armed Forces 
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1130 – Panel Discussion: Applying whole force solutions to major logistic operations 

• The operations of a major APOD: what needs to change  

• The integration of organic host nation assets  

• The use of commercial contractors where specialist commercial capabilities aren’t freely available 
Brigadier Simon Hutchings OBE, Programme Director - Supply Chain Transformation Expansion, British Army 
Colonel William Cain US Army, Director Capability Development – Logistics, NATO Allied Command 
Transformation (ACT) 
Fabio Bolotti, Head of the Acquisition and Through-Life Management Sector, FRONTEX 
 

 
1230 – Lunch and networking 
 

 
DELIVERING LOGISTICS SUCCESS TO THE BATTLEFIELD: 

The lessons identified over the previous 3 days will be collated and applied to the following programmes and 
initiatives. This is your opportunity to sit with key organisations and individuals (pre-registration required) to 
discuss ideas and collaborative opportunities that will benefit your organisation.  
 
1330 – Concurrent individual table led discussions: 
 
Table 1: Force generation and C2 considerations for using contractors when deployed? 

• Overview of funding and contracts for the next 3 years 

• Feedback from other users running large service/equipment contracts 

• Moving forward to easier links between industry and governments 
Hosted by: Fabio Bolotti, Head of the Acquisition and Through-Life Management Sector, FRONTEX 
 
Table 2: How and where to increase logistical collaboration in the land domain  

• Coordinating competing investment priorities  

• Influences on future direction of Logistics requirements 

• Collaborative opportunities for the next 5 years  
Hosted by: Lieutenant Colonel Carsten Junker DEU Army, G4 Logistic Operational Plans and Policy Branch 
Head, NATO Land Command 
 
Table 3: How Nordic nations are ensuring enhanced security of supply 

• Options for security of supply (SoS) in scenarios of peacetime, raised alert and war  

• How SoS affects current and future strategic partnerships, bilateral and multilateral cooperation 

• How does SoS issues affect legislation, who owns your industry, risks vs costs of sub-suppliers 
Hosted by: Colonel Gustav Fahl, Head of System Logistics Department, FMV 
 
Table 4: Increasing SOF collaboration in African operations 

• The current challenges including lack of resources and shared intelligence 

• Potential solutions focussed on greater logistic integration 

• Future programme to ensure enhanced J4 SOF capabilities  
Hosted by: Colonel Katherine Graef, J4 Director, US Special Operations Command Africa 
 
1430 – Back brief from tables and Chairman’s analysis 
 

 
1500 – Chairman’s summary and close of conference 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland, Former Director Joint Support Chain, British Army 
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COMBAT LOGISTICS 2019 PARTNERSHIP INVITATION 
 
Dear Dr Wincewicz-Bosy, 
 
Following huge interest from our audience in Poland’s Logistic operations and research I wanted to 

contact you regarding the “Combat Logistics 2019” (CL 19) event taking place in Krakow, Poland over 

the 29th – 31st January 2019 and officially supported by the Movement Coordination Centre Europe. 

Now in its fourth year we will be focussing on air delivery, contractor support, automated support, 

visibility in the supply chain and for the first time, round tables focussed on ‘doing business with’ 

specific areas of the community.  It will take place over three days and host a range of presentations 

from navies, air forces, governments, and industry providers from around the globe.   

As Chair of the event I would very much like to invite the Military University of Land Forces to be our 

Host Nation Partner. There would be no financial support required from you, but the audience 

would appreciate a senior military speaker giving an opening keynote presentation featuring a 

‘welcome to Krakow, an overview of your military research relating to Logistics, and a look to the 

future of Combat Logistics in Poland’. In addition, we would kindly ask that you invite your 

military/government network to attend (we would like around 100 attending in total- tickets are free 

of charge) and provide a chairman to assist with the parts of the agenda where there are streams 

(on the 29th and 30th January). 

The presentations are UNCLASS and should last around 20 minutes, with an additional 10 minutes 

for questions at the end where a host of NATO and friendly nations can offer their thoughts and 

experience. The audience consists of approximately 200 NATO + friendly active duty military and 

government personnel, and an additional 100 industry representative all focused on topics 

surrounding CL, whether it is R&D, operations, capabilities and/or requirements.   

Thank you for your time and I eagerly anticipate your response, which I ideally require by the 21st 

September to ensure I can keep space in the agenda.  

Yours sincerely, 

 
 
 
Major General (Retd) Ian Copeland CB 
Former Director Joint Support Chain for the British Army 
On behalf of The Development Network 


